Octagon Small Grants Fund: Instructions for applicants
 INTRODUCTION

This document aims to provide comprehensive guidance for candidates wishing to apply to the Octagon Small Grants Scheme.

This is not a book, nor should you read it like one. Please use the contents page to navigate to the relevant section.

If, having read this guidance, you still have questions; please get in touch with the Octagon Administrator.

Octagon Administrator

Ms Lucy Stagg
IAS Research Centre Administrator
Institute of Advanced Studies
lucy.stagg@ucl.ac.uk
020 7679 1365
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I WANT TO APPLY FOR A GRANT.

1. Can I apply?
To be eligible for a grant you must be:
   - In the Faculty of Arts and Humanities; the Faculty of Social and Historical Sciences; the School of Slavonic and East European Studies; the Institute of Advanced Studies.
   - A postgraduate student (PGT or PGR); a recent graduate of a research degree; an early career researcher or involved in the teaching or mentoring of researchers.

2. What can I apply to do?
The Octagon Small Grants Fund provides grants of up to £1,500 for events that demonstrate:
   - Evidence of interdisciplinary engagement and discussion;
   - The leadership or meaningful involvement of postgraduate research students and early career researchers. This includes providing a chance to display their own research;
   - The research of the Faculties of Arts & Humanities and/or Social & Historical Sciences and/or SSEES beyond UCL;
   - Engagement with postgraduate students and academic staff at other institutions;
   - A link with UCL’s strategic priorities.

In previous years, the funding panel has awarded grants for the following types of event:
   - **Theme-based conferences**: applications for both small themed mini-conferences or for larger ones linked to applications for outside funding.
   - **Seminar series**: providing an opportunity to discuss and highlight UCL research, as well as funding visiting speakers and/or ‘round table’ events.
   - **Workshops**: especially those that cross departments and/or disciplines.
   - **Presentations/performances**: particularly those that involve wider public engagement, such as presenting research to the public or carrying out practice based research through performance art or exhibition.

3. What does the grant pay for?
If you are the successful recipient of an Octagon grant, you can use it to cover most of the operational costs for holding an event. In principle, the funding panel will usually approve expenditure on:
   - Accommodation and travel for speakers from outside London;
   - Catering costs associated with the event, including a dinner for the conference organisers and visiting speakers;
   - Small bursaries to cover the cost of travel for student participants from other institutions;
   - Any materials that your home department cannot reasonably provide.

The funding panel will not approve requests for expenditure on:
   - Honorariums for visiting speakers;
   - Paying participants for work producing the event;
   - Stationery, printing or any other service that your home department could reasonably provide;
   - Branded pens, tote bags and similar merchandise provided to participants;
• Any other expenditure that seems unreasonable or outside the parameters outlined in UCL’s Expenses Policy.

If you have any questions regarding appropriate expenditure prior to completing your application form, contact the Octagon Administrator.

4. How do I apply?
In order to apply for a grant from the Octagon Small Grants Fund, you must complete the application form, found on the website.

GUIDE TO COMPLETING THE APPLICATION FORM
In order to give yourself the best chance of a smooth application process, please read the following guidance.

Section 1: Personal Details
This is the most straightforward section. Please give the details of the person coordinating the event, or the portion of the event for which you intend to use the grant. This person will be asked to complete the expenses form and to provide the post-event report.

Section 2: Event Proposal
The first thing to draw attention to in this section is the “Date of event” field. This field will be used to manage communication with you as your event progresses. Most importantly, you have to submit your expenses claim and your post-event report within one month of this date. If the date of your event changes, you must inform the Octagon Administrator as soon as possible, otherwise you may have problems when it comes to claiming expenses.

The “Further details” field is your chance to convince the funding panel that your event deserves support. Successful applications are succinct and clearly relate back to the aims of Octagon (detailed in Section 2).

Section 3: Event Specifics
This section of the form is broken down into the following:

• **Expected attendee no.**: please ensure that this reflects your projected expenditure.
• **Expected total cost of event**: if the event will cost more than the amount that you are requesting from the Octagon, please give the overall total and detail your other funding sources.
• **Applying to Octagon Small Grants Fund for**: as stated on the form, this can be any figure up to £1,500.
• **Breakdown of likely costs**: applications that have researched the likely costs before submitting the form, and provide an itemised budget detailing this, have been more successful. Please remember that Octagon will not cover certain forms of expenditure (as detailed above). Where the grant will only be making up part of your total event cost, please detail what you are asking the Octagon to cover.

Once you have completed all relevant sections of the form, please email it to the Octagon Administrator.

Once submitted, the Octagon Funding Panel will consider your application at its next scheduled meeting. Submission deadlines are published on the Octagon website.
5. How is my application considered?

The Octagon Funding Panel considers all applications to the Small Grants scheme. The members of the panel are:

- Dr James Wilson: Vice Dean (Interdisciplinarity), Faculty of Arts and Humanities
- Prof Megan Vaughan: Vice Dean (Interdisciplinarity), Faculty of Social and Historical Sciences
- Dr Benet Salway: Faculty Graduate Tutor (Research), Faculty of Arts and Humanities
- Dr Paulo Drinot: Faculty Graduate Tutor (Research), Faculty of Social and Historical Sciences

The panel considers each application in turn and assesses both how closely it aligns with the funding criteria, outlined in section 2, and what aspects of the event it would be prepared to fund, based on the criteria in section 3. The panel also considers whether it requires further information, or can provide any guidance to help improve an event.

As outlined above, the more detail that you can provide in your application, the easier it is for the panel to reach a decision. Queries often arise where this is a lack of clarity regarding projected expenditure or where there seems to be a lack of interdisciplinarity or student involvement in the event proposal.

6. How will I find out if I am successful?

Following the panel meeting, the Octagon Administrator will email you. Depending on the panel’s decision, the email will confirm one of three things:

1. The panel has approved your application
2. The panel has further queries
3. The panel has not approved your application

If the panel has rejected your application, or has further queries, the email will explain why and inform you of the next steps.

If your application is successful, the email will inform you of the amount that you have been awarded. **Note:** the panel does not always award the full amount requested. Where this happens, the email will explain why.
PLANNING THE EVENT

This section details the procedures we expect successful applicants to follow when planning their events. If you still have a question after reading this section, please ask the Octagon Administrator.

1. **Important information for successful applicants**

   Before delving into the detailed guidance, it is important to make you aware of a couple of things.

   Firstly, the Octagon Small Grants Fund does not provide up front funding for events. All expenditure must be after your event has taken place. With that in mind, you should begin to coordinate with your department as soon as possible to ensure that you do not have to bear any of the upfront costs yourself. If you do incur any personal financial costs, you must reclaim these after the event.

   Secondly, there are two conditions you must meet in order to receive your grant. You must:

   1. Credit the Octagon Small Grants Fund in all publicity and literature for your event.
   2. Provide a short report on the success of your event, accompanied by any photos/videos that you might have taken.

   These conditions help to improve the visibility of the scheme and evidence the reach and impact of the research in our faculties.

2. **I want to provide catering**

   If your event is taking place on campus, the most straightforward option for catering is to book through Sodexo, UCL’s catering supplier. You should try to book this through your home department, who will then be able to recoup the expenditure from the Octagon budget later. If you are unable to do this, please email the Octagon Administrator, citing your event name, the date of your event and the catering you wish to provide. You can also arrange a time to do the order in person.

   The Sodexo catering catalogue is on the following web page: [http://ucl.sodexo-uk.com/hospitality](http://ucl.sodexo-uk.com/hospitality). You will not be able to book through Sodexo without a valid departmental account code.

   If you would prefer to use an external catering supplier, or simply purchase your food and drink from the supermarket, this is also possible. Please ensure that you retain original copies of all receipts and make note of the restrictions in the [Entertainment and Hospitality](http://ucl.sodexo-uk.com/hospitality) section of the UCL Expenses Policy when making your purchases. The same guidance applies to post-event dinners.

3. **I need to make travel arrangements**

   **RAIL TRAVEL**
   
   All train travel should be standard class and should be booked as early as possible in order to take advantage of any advanced fares that are available.

   It is possible to book rail tickets through UCL’s agent, Key Travel. Your home department should be able to help you with this. If you do not want to use Key Travel, you should aim to book your tickets online, using a website such as [www.nationalrail.co.uk](http://www.nationalrail.co.uk) or [www.thetrainline.com](http://www.thetrainline.com). Keep hold of any receipts or proofs of purchase, as you will need these to complete your expenses claim.

   Please note that UCL will not cover rail travel where it is the same as the individual’s daily commute (such as travel to UCL for a member of staff or UCL student).

   **AIR TRAVEL**
   
   Where possible, all air travel should be booked using UCL’s agent, Key Travel. Your home department should be able to assist you in completing a booking.
If it is not possible to book through the approved travel provider, please bear the following in mind:

- UCL prefers lower fares, based on fixed time of departure and arrival.
- A different ticket option will need to be pre-approved.
- Membership of a frequent travellers scheme should not deflect from booking the cheapest option.
- UCL does not meet the cost of employees of contractors/external guests nor the costs of their spouses or dependants.

Permission to travel by a certain class is dependent on these guidelines:

- Restricted economy – flights of five hours or less.
- Premium economy – flights of over five hours.
- Business – a long international flight immediately followed by a presentation or meeting. This must be pre-approved prior to booking.

If you need to seek approval for a non-standard travel option, please contact the Octagon Administrator.

You need to retain all proofs of purchase to submit with your expenses claim.

PUBLIC TRANSPORT AND Taxis

You can claim for journeys made on public transport but you should seek to use the most economical method possible. For example, if the claimant regularly travels in London, they should use an Oyster or other smart card rather than purchase a single journey ticket.

For journeys made by Oyster or other smart card, you can only claim for the cost of the individual journey, not the entire top up. Your claim should give specific details about the locations, dates and times and the purpose of the journey.

UCL will only reimburse taxi fares where:

- It is clearly the most efficient and cost-effective method of transport;
- Alternative methods of transport are impractical due to pregnancy, disability, illness or injury, luggage or similar;
- The claimant was working in the venue until very late, i.e. after 11pm;
- The Octagon Administrator has given prior approval.

Please ask for a receipt or you will not be able to reclaim your expense.

Please refer to the Travel section of the UCL Expenses Policy for more detailed guidance on all of the above.

4. I need to book accommodation

Appropriate accommodation for speakers or visitors should be booked through one of the hotel chains with which UCL has an existing agreement. An indicative list of these hotels is on UCL’s procurement website. You should ask your home department to assist you when booking.

Where a speaker or participant needs to stay in London overnight, the cost of the hotel should not exceed £150 per night. Receipts should evidence all claims for the room cost, breakfast, dinner and relevant necessary incidentals. If the room cost will exceed £150 per night, you must seek approval from the Octagon Administrator.

Please refer to the Overnight Costs & Allowances section of the UCL Expenses Policy for more guidance.
5. I need to book a space for my event.
There are a couple of different options for booking space for an event. The following list is not exhaustive.

The Institute of Advanced Studies Common Ground and Forum

These spaces, managed by the IAS, are reserved for research based study and events. If you would like to request use of either space, you should contact the Institute Events Curator, Albert Brenchat (a.brenchat@ucl.ac.uk). You must not advertise that you will be using this room until you receive confirmation from the IAS.

Booking a room through a department

Many departments have teaching rooms that they control. You can usually find information on the department’s website. Be aware that it might be difficult to book a room during advertised teaching hours.

Booking a room through UCL Room Bookings

If you cannot secure a room through either of the above options, you could try to book a room through the Room Bookings system. Your home department should be able to support you in doing this. Please note that it can take several weeks to receive confirmation from the central room bookings team so you should apply early. https://www.ucl.ac.uk/estates/our-services/room-bookings/book-room

6. I need help publicising my event.

It is standard practice to advertise all Octagon funded events on the Institute of Advanced Studies website. In order to produce the event page, please email the Octagon Administrator with the following information:

- Event Title
- Event Image
- Short blurb
- Date, Time and Location
- Timetable/agenda/speaker bios (when available)

If you need further help, such as circulating a call for papers or distributing the event to a wider student list, please email the Octagon Administrator.

Please remember that you must credit the Octagon Small Grants fund in all publicity and link to the Octagon website in any electronic publicity.
AFTER THE EVENT

1. How do I claim for expenditure?
There are four important things to keep in mind in relation to your expenditure:
   1. You can only reclaim expenses after the event has taken place;
   2. You must submit your expenses claim no later than 30 days after your event;
   3. Your claim must be accompanied by hard copy receipts;
   4. Your claim will not be approved until you have provided your post-event summary.

UCL STAFF
UCL Staff should submit all expenses claims through the iExpenses module on MyFinance using a departmental budget code and reclaim Octagon funding via interdepartmental transfer (IDT).

The following UCL training module will take through a systematic guide in using iExpenses if you have not used the system before. Please note that you will need initially to reclaim the expenses using a departmental budget code (your Departmental Administrator should be able to assist with this). Once you have completed your iExpenses claim, you will need to send a hard copy of your claim, with the receipts attached, to Accounts Payable.

In order for your department to be reimbursed by the Octagon Small Grants Fund, you will then need to submit an IDT (also via MyFinance), along with a photocopy of the claim and all receipts, to the Octagon Administrator. Please submit IDTs as soon as possible once iExpenses claims have been processed.

UCL STUDENTS AND EXTERNAL VISITORS
All UCL students and external speakers/organisers should complete the general expenses form. A link to this can be found on the Octagon website.

When you have filled out the form, please print it, sign it and append all receipts and proofs of purchase. You will then need to send it to the Octagon Administrator. You can either deliver it in person, send it through UCL’s internal mail system or post it to the following address:

Octagon Administrator
Institute of Advanced Studies
G18, South Wing
University College London, Gower Street
London WC1E 6BT

Once your form has been received, and the administrator is happy that all expenditure is appropriate and has accompanying receipts, it will be sent to Accounts Payable.

UCL DEPARTMENTS
If your home department, or another UCL department, paid the up-front costs for your event, they must request an interdepartmental transfer through the MyFinance system. Please advise your home department to contact the Octagon Administrator to arrange the transfer.